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Materials and Supplies:

Items Rowley Item#
Upholstery Air 
Stapler

NSG10

Staples NS33/E or NS32/E
Regulator MH26 or MH28
Safety Glasses SG01 or SG02

Step-by-Step
Read instructions for FirmaFlex™ Bendable Fiber Board which can be found at www.RowleyCompany.com 
under Product Instructions. 

Staple the fabric to within 2” from the corner, on both sides of the corner (Photo 1). 1. 

Pull one side of the fabric (the side that is on the side of the piece) around the corner and up onto the top 2. 
of the piece, following the grain of the fabric. Pull the fabric taut (Photo 2). 

If you look at the back of the piece, the fabric from the fi rst step of the corner fold creates a 45* angle a. 
when folded down. You can staple this down now, but it is not absolutely necessary because you will 
catch this fabric in your fi nal staple.

Fold the excess fabric from the top under the fold and pull taut (Photo 3). This fold should be fl at on the 3. 
back of the piece. Staple through both the fi rst and second layer of the fold at this time.

Staple at a 45* angle, high up on in the corner (Photo 4). The staple needs to catch both layers of a. 
folds. This staple will be hidden with the next step.
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How to Eliminate Bulk in the Corner:
 Fold the fabric into a Perfect Upholstery Corner. Pinch the fi nal fold (Photo 6).  Holding the fold, cut away 1. 
any fabric that would have been tucked underneath the fi nal fold (Photo 7).

Photo 8 shows the cut away of the fabric – if it were unfolded.a. 

Fold the fabric back into place (Photo 9) and staple.2. 

Fold the top layer of the stapled fabric back onto itself to cover the previous staple. Staple this fl ap down 4. 
about 2” from the corner so that the staple will be hidden with then next layer, be it Cambric or fabric      
(Photo 5).
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Tips and Tricks:

Use a regulator to help dress the corner.• 

When eliminating bulk, staple the fi rst side down (Photo 8) to hold the fold tension in place.• 
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